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become apparent during the course of the fol

Our invention relates to water tanks for dis

posal bowls, and, more particularly, to a flushing

lowing specification of our invention when taken
in view of the accompanying drawings in which:
Figure 1 is a view in side elevation, partially
In many communities of the country there 5 schematic, showing the preferred construction
are occasions where the water Supply is either
and normal mode of operation of flush valve

valve mechanism for use in connection with
toilet Water tanks.

limiting means; and

inadequate or the cost is so high that conserva
tion of water is a prime requisite. As is well
known a wasteful practice occurs in the flushing

Figure 2 is an exploded view in perspective

showing the usual flush valve parts and the de
vice of our invention as incorporated therein.
In the usual toilet water tank, a body of water

of a toilet bowl which normally has a flow Sufi 0
cient to handle the usual capacity of the bowl in
O is contained within a tank 2 having a lower
respect to liquids and Solids but that same foW
discharge outlet 4 which is provided with an
is-and must-also be used to flush purely liquid

contents. It has long been recognized that water

upper valve seat f6 On Which sits the buoyant
valve ball 8 to contain the Water body O. With
in the tank. The tank is flushed by the raising
of the valve ball 8 off the seat whereupon the

can be conserved in the latter case by insuring

that the flush tank be lowered by discharge of
its contents only sufficiently to accommodate the
flushing out of the liquids. The prior art is re
plete with examples of mechanisms that have
previously been devised for such purpose but they
are obviously accompanied in their showings by
complexity of structure, alternativeness of Oper
ation requiring a predetermination on the part

Water in the tank drains with a rush into the
20

has a slip connection at 22 with lifting link 24

that in turn is connected on its upper end to
the lifting lever 26. When the lifting lever raises

the link 24 the buoyant ball 8 is raised off the

of the user of whether to give the tank a full

flush or a partial flush, and the requirement that

bowl to carry out the flushing operation. The
valve ball 8 has an upstanding Sten 20 which

25

seat on the discharge outlet and the ball tends

to float while the Water level recedes to a point
where the ball is drawn back into position to close
the outlet. This drawing back Operation is per
formed by Suction in parted by the outflowing
Having in mind these and other objections it go water and, when seated the rubber valve ball 8
has been among the important objects of Our in
is held in place by the water pressure above it.
vention to provide a device that is easily and
Raising of the lifter lever 26 is attained by

Substantial portions of the prior mechanism be
abandoned and new components Supplied in order
to adapt the flush tank for the “short flush'
operation.

simply constructed and as easily and simply in
stalled in a present day Water tank to adapt it
for selective flushing without requiring the re
placement of the normally provided mechanism,
or without changing its normal operation in any

material respect as far as a full flush is con

cerned, and which can be attached to and incor
porated in a toilet water flush tank by the lesser.
skilled home mechanics employing the tools
usually available to such persons. More Spe
cifically it is included in our aims in this inven
tion to provide a means which operates upon
the usual ball valve lifter arm to, first, positively 45

indicate to an operator that he has lifted said

means of crank arm 28, normally disposed ex

ternally of tank 2, and Crank pin 30 that ex

tends to internally of the tank where it is con

nected to lever 26 by means of set screw 32 bear

ing on recess 33. The crank pin 30 is journaled
in flanged bushing 34 that is clamped in a suit
able opening (not shown) in the water tank wall
by means of the internal flange-nut 36, there
being a threaded connection between the bushing

and the nut. Nut 36 as shown has spaced apart
stop bosses that lie on either side of the lifting

lever in the assembly and limit its upward and

downward travel. The mechanism shown is of

the single action type in which the operating

arm to a point where the water will flow without

Crank arm 28 is usually horizontalandis depressed

These and other objects of the invention will

some water willflow out of the outlet sufficient

by the operator to produce a lifting action to
the valve floating and, Second, permit the oper
raise the rubber valve ball 8.
ator with the same motion and but slightly
greater application of force to continue moving so We have determined that, intermediate the
the manually operated crank in the Same direc
normal lower or at rest position of the valve ball
and its upper floating position which it assumes
tion to produce a full flush of the tank, all With
out changing the present mechanism or its nor
when a full flush is taking place, there is a point
mal mode of operation.
to which the valve ball may be raised at which
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4.

the floatable type. It should be equally apparent

to provide a short flush but at which point the

valve will not float. For example a standard

to those skilled in the art that variations and

toilet water tank With which we have Worked

alterations may be made within that normal skill

and without materially departing from the inven
tion. We therefore intend to protect to ourselves
by this patent those forms of devices which are
the mechanical equivalents of our preferred form
as fall within the spirit and scope of the inven
tion as defined in the Subjoined claims taken in

extensively is so arranged that the ball valve 8

may be raised to between three fourths and one

inch Without the valve floating and it is among

the more pertinent aims of this invention to pro
vide means for accommodating such a lifting ac
tion while at the same time with the same move

ment by the operator but to a slightly greater

view of the prior art.

V-

Having thus described our invention and its
Operation, We claim:

degree to accomplish a full flush as well if such
is desired. The term “partial flush position'
when used herein is defined as that position of

1. In a flushing-water tank of the type wherein
a vertically novable valve element normally
closes the outlet and a lifting lever is provided

valve ball 8 or lifting lever 26, whichever is

appropriate in context, where there is flushing 15
within the tank for operating the valve element
with a substantial body of water without the
to displace it vertically from said outlet and a
valve ball 8 floating. In other Wolds, the Suc

manually operable crank arm is disposed exter

tion on valve ball 6 due to the action of Water

passing through the outlet 4 is great enough in
the partial flush position to overcome the tend
ency of valve ball i 8 to float due to its buoyancy.

Conversely, the term 'full flush position,' when
used herein, is defined as that position of the
valve ball 8 or lifting lever 26, where valve ball
-3 floats and will not return to block outlet. 4
until the Water levei in the tank 2 falls to the
outlet.

Our means for accomplishing this is found in
the drawings to comprise the finger arm 49 having
an opening 32 that fits over the bushing 34 and

may be clamped to the interior wall of the tank
12 by means of flange nut 36. White We have
not shown such, it will be apparent that resilient
washers may be interposed into the assembly to

insure tight frictional contact between the parts

and, further, that no undue pressures are ap

plied about the tank wall opening as in the case

nally of the tank and connected by means of a

Crank pin With said lever to lift the same, the
combination, comprising: a finger arm disposed
in juxtaposed, side-by-side relationship to said
lifting lever and ineans securing said finger arm
in a fixed position in relation to said tank; a
25 down Wardly-biased, spring-pressed finger carried
by Said finger arm and located above said lifting
lever in the path of travel of the same, said
'Spring-pressed finger forming a resilient stop for
Said lifting lever and being positioned at such a
30 level as to press against said lifting lever when
it reaches a partial-fiush position, said spring
pressed finger having sufficient resistance to fur
ther upward ikhovement of said lifting lever to be
discernible by feel of the operator upon manual
5 in overient of the crank arm externally of the
tank, Said Spring-pressed lever being capable of
being overcome by simple force applied to the

Crank arm by the operator to produce raising of
the valve element to a full-flush position.
2. In a flushing-water tank of the type where

of ceramic tanks.

The finger arrn 45 extends from its axis out

ward in generally paraliel direction to the lever

many makes of equipment, that the tension and
disposition of the spring blade 3 be varied and

in a vertically movable valve element normally
closes the outlet and a lifting lever is provided
Within the tank for Operating the valve element
to displace it vertically from said outlet and a
nanitially operable crank arm is disposed exter
nally of the tank and connected by means of
a crank pin. With Said lever to left the same, the
combination, comprising: a finger arm disposed
in juxtapOSed, side-by-Side relationship to said

placed an adjusting screw 38 which, depending

in a fixed position in relation to said tank; a

26 and has at its outer end an outstanding ear

44. To the ear is pivotalily connected by bolt 45
the blade 46 which constitutes a shelf. Overly
ing blade 46 is the downwardly bowed spring blade
48 which is usually disposed in the path of the 5
lifting lever 26. In the preferred form of the

invention it is desirable in order to accommodate

for that reason between shelf 36 and blade 48 is 50 lifting lever and neans Securing Said finger arm

?iöWinWardly-boWed, spring blade carried by said
upon how far apart the blade and shelf are spread
finger ai'in and located above said lifting lewer in
regulates the tension on tine blade and its ver
the path of travel of the same, said Spring blade
tical location in the lever's path.
a resilient stop for said lifting lever and
The operation of our device is very simple. 55 forning
being positioned at such a level as to preSS
As the user of the device depressed the crank
against Said lifting lever when it reaches a par
handle 28 the lifting lever 6 rises. Within the
tial-flush position, said spring blade having suf
tank until it contacts the blade 48. This con
ficient resistance to further upward movement

tact is readily felt by the user and if he desires

merely to briefly flush the toilet bowl he will hold
the valve thus far opened until satisfactory ilush

60

ing is accomplished. Should it be his desire to

impart a full fiush, the operator merely overrides
the pressure of blade 3 at which time the valve
ball will be raised to the upper dotted line posi
tion in Figure 1 where it itoats until the tank

65

of Said lifting lever as to be discernible by feel

of the operator upon Yanual movement of the
Creink arm externally of the tank, said Spring
blade being capable of being overcorne by simple
force applied to the crank arrn by the Operator

to produce raising of: the valve element
to a full
V

flush position.

3. ?n a, flushing-Water tank of the type where

water level has receded and suction om the ball

in a Vertically movable valve element normally

flush is being carried out...

manually operable crank arm is disposed exter

draws it to the discharge outlet of the tank. The
closes the outlet and a lifting lever is OrOWided
solid line showing of Figre. 1 depicts the cordi 70 Within the tank for operating the valve element
tion prevailing in the nechanisin when a short
to displace it vertically from said outlet anda
. .

"'

it will be apparent from the foregoing that

we have provided a sinnple, efficient and extremely

haily of the tank and connected by means of

a crank pin with said lever to lift the Sanne, the

useful limiting means for flush tank. Yalves of 5 combination, comprising: a finger

disposed
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lifting lever and means securing said finger arm
in a fixed position in relation to said tank; Said
finger arm having an outstanding shelf and a
downwardly-bowed spring blade anchored at one
end to said finger arm and overlying said shelf
and having its other end located above said lift
ing lewer in the path of travel of the Same, Screw
means between said shelf and Said Spring blade
for varying the tension on the lattel', Said Spring

6

lever when it reaches a partial-flush position,
said Spring blade having Sufficient resistance to

in juxtaposed, side-by-side relationship to said

further upward novement of said lifting lever
as to be discernible by feel of the operator upon
natua novelent of the Crank arrin externally

of the tank, Said Spring blade being capable of
being Overcome by simple force applied to the
crank arm by the operator to produce raising of
the valve element to a full-flush position.
10

5. In a fiushing-water tank assembly of the

type wherein a single vertically rinovable valve
element normally closes the only outlet of the
lever and being positioned at such a level as
tank and a manually operable crank assembly
to press against said lifting ever when it reaches
is provided for Operating the valve element in
a partial-fiush position, said spring blade haW
ing sufficient resistance to further upward move 15 cluding a crank airm disposed externally of the
tank and a lifting lever disposed within the tank
ment of said lifting lever as to be discernible by
and connected to said valve element to displace
feel of the operator upon manual movement of
the valve element vertically upward from said
the crank arm externally of the tank, said spring
blade being capable of being overcome by simple Outlet when said lifting ever is raised by means
force applied to the crank arm by the operator 20 Of nanual Operation of Said crank arm, the im
provement, COmprising: a Spring member hav
to produce raising of the valve element to a full
ing means securing one end of said spring mem
flush position.
ber in a fixed position in relation to said tank,
4. In a flushing-Water tank of the type where
the other end of Said Spring member being posi
in a vertical movable valve element normally
closes the outlet and a lifting lever is provided 25 tioned to be engaged by said crank assembly
when said crank assembly has been moved to lift
within the tank for operating the valve element
said valve element to a partial-fush position, Said
to displace it vertically from said outlet and a
manually operable crank arm is disposed exter spring nember being disposed to resist further
movement of said crank assembly toward moving
inally of the tank and connected by means of a
crank pin with said lever to lift the same, the 30 said waive element to a full-flush position and
combination, comprising: a finger arm disposed
having sufficient resistance to be discernible by
in juxtaposed, side-by-side relationship to said
feel to a person operating Said crank arm exter

blade forming a resilient stop for said lifting

lifting lever and means securing said finger arm

inally of Said tank, the resistance of Said Spring
member being capable of being overconne by addi
35 tional force applied to the crank arm by said per
Said lifting lever; a base blade forming a shelf
SOn, in the Same direction as before, to produce
outstanding from said ear and over said lifting raising of the valve element to a full-flush posi

in a fixed position in relation to said tank; said
finger an having an ear outstanding toward

lever to form a stop for the same; a downwardly
tion.
bOWed Spring blade anchored at one end to said
ear and Overlying Said shelf and having its other 40

end portion located above said lifting lever in
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